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The mission of the Army Medical Department Center & School, U.S. Army Health Readiness Center of Excellence (AMEDDC&S HRCoE), located at Fort Sam Houston, TX, is to envision, design, train, educate and inspire the world’s premier military medical force to enable readiness and strengthen America’s Army. The AMEDDC&S HRCoE vision is to be the foundation on which Army Medicine is built, sustained and transformed. Our strategies for accomplishing this vision include excellence in products and services, realizing employee potential, embracing change management and operational excellence.

In addition to its schoolhouse role, the AMEDDC&S HRCoE has highly varied functions in doctrine development and applied research. Through ongoing and extensive research, we determine medical requirements throughout the combat mission, from the battlefield to the medical treatment facilities, as well as test their capabilities, safety, and long-term viability. We enhance virtual military healthcare environments in order to improve casualty reporting capabilities, enable the sharing of invaluable lessons learned and subject matter expertise, and prepare our healthcare graduates to care for Soldiers of the future and their families. Our distributed learning programs and expansive textbook publications deliver training and education wherever and whenever it is needed.

By striving to expand levels of responsibility and capability for our leaders in training and place them in the most realistic and challenging environments possible, we prepare them to make the critical decisions that will determine the outcome of their missions. Through state-of-the-art, hands-on, scenario-based training driven on lessons learned from today’s battlefields and clinical environments, we create an environment in which students can develop the educational and training capabilities they will need in order to provide the best casualty and patient care possible.

AMEDDC&S HRCoE multi-service training includes prehospital medicine, preventive health services, medical science, veterinary science, health services administration, leadership, clinical support services, nursing science, dental science, combat medic training, and pastoral ministry training. We offer four master’s degrees and nine doctoral degrees, with four degree programs highly ranked by US News & World Report. Through our affiliation with top ranked universities, students can earn master’s degrees in health administration or combined health and business administration, nutrition, physician assistant studies, and social work; or entry level doctoral degrees in physical therapy, occupational therapy, pastoral care, and anesthesia nursing; or advanced clinical doctoral degrees in physician assistant in emergency medicine, general surgery or clinical orthopedics, sports medicine-physical therapy, and orthopedic and manual physical therapy.

The AMEDDC&S HRCoE also has the responsibility of determining what personnel the AMEDD needs and designing career patterns to support it. Our dedication to AMEDDC&S professional staff development and career life-cycle management assures us that our students will continue to receive the benefits of the best education and training opportunities available from some of the world’s most capable and innovative instructors, training developers, and staff members.
1920 The Medical Field Service School was activated at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, on September 1, 1920. The establishment of the school was prompted by a request from the Surgeon General based on the lessons learned in preparing officers of the Medical Department to serve in World War One. War Department Circular 419, dated December 23, 1920, officially designated the new school as the Medical Department Field Service School, which took the motto “To Conserve Fighting Strength.”

1921 The Medical Field Service School was organized into five teaching departments, and the first course of instruction started on June 1, 1921, with a total of fifty medical and twenty dental officers. The mission of the school also included the training of National Guard, Reserve and Non-Commissioned Officers.

1924 The first professional course for Noncommissioned Officers was conducted, and certificates were awarded to 32 Noncommissioned Officers and 14 Privates First Class.

1946 On February 15, 1946, the School was discontinued at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, and moved to Fort Sam Houston, Texas.

1947 On January 15, 1947, the Army Medical Department schools were consolidated with the Medical Department Enlisted Technicians School and re-designated the “Medical Field Service School.”

1948 In 1948, the Department of Aeromedical Education and Training was re-designated as the Army School of Aviation Medicine and assigned to the Academy of Health Sciences.

1972 The Army Medical Department was reorganized in 1972, and the Medical Field Service School was re-designated the Academy of Health Sciences.

1975 In 1975, the Academy of Health Sciences was assigned as a major subordinate unit of the U.S. Army Health Services Command.

1977 In 1977, the Army Medical Department was reorganized in 1972, and the Medical Field Service School was re-designated the Academy of Health Sciences.

1984 In 1984, the Department of Aeromedical Education and Training was re-designated as the Army School of Aviation Medicine and assigned to the Academy of Health Sciences.

1987 In 1987, the 1st and 2d Battalions of the Center Brigade were renamed the 187th and 232d Medical Battalions, respectively. The 3d Battalion was re-designated in 1989 as the Academy Battalion.

1991 Due to the reorganization and expansion of its mission, the Academy of Health Sciences was re-designated in 1991 as the U.S. Army Medical Department Center & School.

1995 In 1995, the U.S. Army Garrison, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, was transferred from the U.S. Army Forces Command to the U.S. Army Medical Command and further assigned for command and control to the U.S. Army Medical Department Center & School.

2001 U.S. Army Trauma Training Center is established as part of the Center and School in Miami, Florida providing hands-on training with the management of severely injured patients.

2005 Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) “…co-locates all (except Aerospace Medicine) medical basic and specialty enlisted training at Fort Sam Houston, TX with the potential of transitioning to a joint training effort…”

2010 Selected Center and School students and staff transition to Medical Education and Training Campus in accordance with BRAC, where 41 of the 315 Center and School programs of instruction are taught.

2015 The AMEDDC&S was redesignated as the Army Medical Department Center and School, U.S. Army Health Readiness Center of Excellence.
Our people are known for competency and compassion and make Army Medicine, Army Strong!

Be the best – join the AMEDD Center and School HRCoE Team!
School

MOS Producing Courses
Leadership Courses
Distributed Learning Program
Master's Programs
Doctoral Programs
School of Aviation Medicine
Army Trauma Training Center
International Students
Prehospital Medicine
Long Term Health Education & Training
Joint and Reserve Component Training
Exportable Training Packages
Mobile Training Teams

We train and educate medical personnel and develop training products to support the medical force.

32d Medical Brigade

To provide mission command and engaged leadership to produce trained, disciplined, skilled Soldiers, leaders and professionals for the Army.

The 32d Medical Brigade is responsible for providing the Army the absolute best medically, technically and tactically trained Soldiers and professionals in the world!
232d Medical Battalion

Produce values based Soldier Medic Leaders who are proficiently skilled, trustworthy, disciplined, physically fit and mentally sound.

264th Medical Battalion

Provide institutional level training to safely and effectively transform and train technically and tactically proficient warriors who are confident in their warfighting skills, embody the warrior ethos, and live the Army values.

Medical Education & Training Campus (METC) AMEDD Center and School (AMEDDC&S)

Headquarters and Headquarters Company

A Company
B Company
C Company
D Company
E Company
F Company
G Company

A Company
School of Pathology (68K, 69K)
- Medical Laboratory SPC
- Cytotechnology SPC

B Company
School of Ancillary Health Services (68Q, 68F, 68L)
- Pharmacy SPC
- PT SPC
- OT SPC
- School of Patient Admin (68G, RC68G, 70E, 70F)
- Patient Admin SPC
- Patient Admin (RC)
- Patient Administrator
- Army Health Services
- Human Resources

C Company
School of Health Support (68P, 68PKS, 68G, 68H, 68J, 68U, 68Y)
- Radiology Specialist
- Clinical Nuclear Med SPC
- OTH Specialist
- Cardiovascular Specialist
- ENT Specialist
- Eye Specialist
- Health Serv Sys Manager (IMO)

D Company
School of Medical Logistics and Bio-Medical Maintenance (68A, 670A, 68J, RC68J, 70K)
- Biomedical Equipment SPC
- Health Servs Maint Tech
- Medical Logistics SPC (AC)
- Medical Logistics SPC (RC)
- Medical Logistics Systems Management
- Hospital Medical Logistics
- Medical Logistics Officer
- Medical Logistics Officer (RC)

Medical Education & Training Campus (METC) AMEDD Center and School (AMEDDC&S)

Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment

A Company
B Company
C Company
D Company
E Company
F Company
G Company

A Company
School of Pathology (68K, 69K)
- Medical Laboratory SPC
- Cytotechnology SPC

B Company
School of Ancillary Health Services (68Q, 68F, 68L)
- Pharmacy SPC
- PT SPC
- OT SPC
- School of Patient Admin (68G, RC68G, 70E, 70F)
- Patient Admin SPC
- Patient Admin (RC)
- Patient Administrator
- Army Health Services
- Human Resources

C Company
School of Health Support (68P, 68PKS, 68G, 68H, 68J, 68U, 68Y)
- Radiology Specialist
- Clinical Nuclear Med SPC
- OTH Specialist
- Cardiovascular Specialist
- ENT Specialist
- Eye Specialist
- Health Serv Sys Manager (IMO)

D Company
School of Medical Logistics and Bio-Medical Maintenance (68A, 670A, 68J, RC68J, 70K)
- Biomedical Equipment SPC
- Health Servs Maint Tech
- Medical Logistics SPC (AC)
- Medical Logistics SPC (RC)
- Medical Logistics Systems Management
- Hospital Medical Logistics
- Medical Logistics Officer
- Medical Logistics Officer (RC)
Medical Professional Training Brigade

Provides mission command, training, administrative and logistical support to all assigned and attached personnel; trains, educates, develops agile, adaptive and decisive Soldiers and Leaders across multiple academic programs in support of our Army and the Army Medical Department; supports mobilization and contingency missions.

187th Medical Battalion

A Company

Leader Training Center (LTC)
The Leader Training Center envisions, designs, and trains a premier medical force for decisive action in support of our Nation by providing professional education, doctrinal, individual leadership training in order to execute missions across the full spectrum of military operations.

210.221.8213/7554

Basic Officer Leader Course (BOLC)
Captains Career Course (CCC)
Combined Logistics Captains Career Course (CLC3)
Health Services Plans, Operations, Intelligence, Security and Training Course (70H)
AMEDD Pre-Command Course
Brigade/Division Surgeons Course
Forward Surgical Team Commander's Course
Medical Strategic Leadership Program (MSLP)
Executive Skills Course

B Company

Graduate School (GS)
The Graduate School is comprised of a wide variety of highly regarded and nationally ranked graduate programs associated with a number of civilian graduate schools. Our programs are located both on the Center and School campus as well as based in hospitals throughout the military health system. Our mission is to educate and train the next generation of clinical and administrative healthcare professionals in the federal sector. 210.221.7100

Main Campus Programs

Doctoral Degrees

Doctoral Program in Physical Therapy (DPT), Baylor University
Doctor of Ministry
Anesthesia Nursing, Northeastern University

Master's Degrees

Health and Business Administration, Baylor University
Health Administration, Baylor University
Nutrition, Baylor University
Interservice Physician Assistant Program, University of Nebraska
Social Work, Fayetteville State University

Hospital Based Programs

Doctoral Degrees

Doctorate (DSc) in Physical Therapy - Sports Medicine, Baylor University
DSc in Orthopedic & Manual Physical Therapy, Baylor University
DSc in Physician Assistant Emergency Medicine, Baylor University
DSc in Physician Assistant Clinical Orthopedics, Baylor University
DSc in Physician Assistant General Surgery
DSc in Occupational Therapy, Baylor University
Medical Professional Training Brigade

Department of Pastoral Ministry Training (DPMT)
The Department of Pastoral Ministry Training provides Chaplain and Chaplain Assistant training in clinical and trauma settings to deliver world-class pastoral care across the spectrum of military medical operations. 210.221.8609

- Emergency Medical Ministry Training
- Combat Medical Ministry Training
- Medical Ministry Substance Abuse Training
- Medical Ministry Spiritual Health Training
- Medical Ministry Spiritual Resiliency Training (SRRT)
- Medical Ministry Supervision Training
- Warrior Transition Unit, Unit Ministry Team Training
- Clinical Pastoral Education
- Doctor of Ministry Program

Medical Professional Training Brigade

C Company

Center for Prehospital Medicine (CPHM)
The Center for Prehospital Medicine (CPHM) functions as a learning center for physicians, physician assistants, nurses, critical care flight paramedics, and combat medics and is the proponent for prehospital medicine. The Center provides education and training in tactical combat casualty care, advanced tactical emergency skills, pre-deployment trauma, and all facets of tactical medical leader development.

- Advanced Training Branch
- Army Trauma Training
- Brigade Combat Team Trauma Training (BCT3)
- Department of Combat Medic Education
- Joint Forces Combat Trauma Management Course (JFCTMC)
- Tactical Combat Medical Care (TCMC)

Train to Save!

AMEDD Student Detachment
Surpassing the Standard Chosen for the Future - 210.221.5731/3201
188th Medical Battalion

Provides mission command, training, administrative and logistical support to all assigned and attached personnel; continuously transforms, trains, educates, and inspires initial entry graduates, prior service, and military specialty-trained (MOS-T) reclassification Soldiers who are confident in their medical skills, embody the Warrior Ethos, and live the Army Values.

A Company

School of Health Readiness
210.221.2258/295-6628/295-6531

Department of Preventive Health Services (DPHS)
The Department of Preventive Health Services mission is “to provide training in Preventive Medicine, Behavioral Sciences, and Medical Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosive (CBRNE) to officers, warrant officers, enlisted, civilians, and U.S. and allied personnel worldwide. 210.221.8909/7511

Department of Veterinary Science (DVS)
The Department of Veterinary Science is the world’s learning center for U.S. Army Animal Medicine and Food Inspection skills. We develop and teach course material for officers, enlisted personnel, and civilians who are involved in veterinary care, food technology, military rations, Defense Commissary Agency stores, and Army/Air Force Exchange Service food establishments for the entire United States Department of Defense. 210.221.4933/4921

Medical Professional Training Brigade

Department of Dental Science (DDS)
The Department of Dental Science trains Soldiers for military occupations as Dental Assistants, Preventive Dentistry Specialists, Dental Laboratory Technicians and Non-Commissioned Officers, serves as Subject Matter Experts for dental issues and supports other civilian, officer and enlisted courses in the U.S. Army Medical Department Center and School. 210.221.8059/7719

B Company

School of Allied Health Services
210.295.0225/326.1483/295.0227

Department of Behavioral Health Sciences (DBHS)
The Department of Behavioral Health Sciences designs and trains the most current, evidence-based behavioral health-related training to the military medical force and the U.S. Army to support full spectrum operations. 210.221.8026/6346
The Department of Health Support Services (DHSS) supports a variety of enlisted and officer initial entry and sustainment training programs. This includes the military occupational specialty (MOS) producing courses such as the Biomedical Equipment Specialist (MOS 68A), Patient Administration Specialist (MOS 68G), Medical Logistics Specialist (MOS 68J), Medical Laboratory Technicians (MOS 68K), Pharmacy Specialists (MOS 68Q), Radiology Technologists (MOS 68P), and Cytotechnologists (MOS 68KM2) courses, plus their corresponding technical tracks following the Advanced Leadership Course (ALC). In addition, the DHSS capitalizes on the specialized clinical training received by its biochemists, clinical laboratory officers, microbiologists, pharmacists, as well as the specialized administrative training received by its health administrators, information management specialists, patient administrators, human resource managers, and logisticians to support a number of officer training programs. These include, but are not limited to providing general instructional support for the training of physician assistants, physical therapists, nutritionists, and health care administrators, as well as specific Area of Concentration (AOC) technical track training or AOC producing courses such as the Medical Information Management Course (AOC 70D), Medical Logistics Officers Course (AOC 70K), Patient Administration/Associate Healthcare Administrators Course (AOC 70E), and the Health Services Human Resources Managers Course (AOC 70F).
School of Army Aviation Medicine (SAAM)

The US Army School of Aviation Medicine operates the Army's only training hypobaric or altitude chamber and DoD Aeromedical Psychology courses. All Army Flight Surgeons, Aeromedical Physician Assistants, Flight Medics, and Aeromedical Evacuation Officers receive their training at USASAM. Concurrently, USASAM provides initial and sustainment training in 32 Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), U.S. Army Safety Center and School of the Americas Programs of Instruction (POI) for both fixed and rotary wing students. Subjects include a variety of Aeromedical Training areas such as Noise, G-forces, Altitude Physiology, Vibration, Night Vision, Hypoxia, and Spatial Disorientation.

Flight Medic
Flight Surgeon
Aeromedical Psychology Training
Joint Enroute Care
Medical Evacuation Doctrine
Aviation Medicine Clinic NCO
Army Aviation Medicine Orientation
Hypobaric Chamber Training
Aeromedical Evacuation Officer Pre-Command

Noncommissioned Officers Academy (NCOA)

The Noncommissioned Officers Academy trains and educates selected noncommissioned officers. This training incorporates tactical, technical, and leadership skills to develop and prepare leaders to support Army transformation through the execution of leadership fundamentals which reinforce warrior ethos and Army values. The Academy also fosters noncommissioned officer development as squad leaders, platoon sergeants, and first sergeants, preparing them to lead and train Soldiers.

Advanced Leader Course
Platoon/Section Level Leadership and Technical Training

Senior Leader Course
Platoon/Company Level Leadership with a focus on First Sergeant and Operations skill sets

Distributed Learning
Prerequisite leadership training for all 68 Career Management Field (CMF) Active, Guard and Army Reserve Soldiers
We envision and design medical force structure, concepts, personnel requirements, and medical equipment to support the medical force.
The AMEDD’s Doctrine Writer, Concepts and Capabilities Architect, Future Force Developer

Our Mission. The Capabilities Development Integration Directorate (CDID) develops concepts, learns, and integrates capabilities to improve medical support to our Army and the Joint Force.

All CDIDs perform similar functions in support of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) capabilities development and integration efforts. The Army Capabilities Integration Center (ARCIC) is the Army’s lead for integration of Army capabilities across war fighting functions, formations, DOTMLPF-P, and time. The core functions common to all CDIDs are: concepts development, requirements determination, integration of DOTMLPF-P solutions & capabilities, and experimentation. Each CDID task organizes differently to accomplish these functions.

The AMEDDC&S, HRCoE CDID has tasks organized into the following divisions:

- Medical Consultant’s Division. Serves as the clinical consultants for the Capabilities Development Integration Directorate on all medical capabilities development matters.
- Medical Evacuation Proponent Division. Monitors and facilitates actions for all matters pertaining to doctrine, training, leader development, organization, and materiel related to medical evacuation (air and ground). Provides comprehensive and strategic direction for the development of medical evacuation operational concepts, requirements, and capabilities across the Unified Land Operations for the AMEDD. Chairs the Medical Evacuation Integrated Capabilities Development Team (ICDT) forum which synchronizes aeromedical and ground evacuation systems and functions. Develops requirements for platform and medical equipment packages, modernization, and future capabilities. Located at Fort Rucker, AL and serves as primary liaison to the Aviation Center of Excellence.

- Concepts and Capabilities Division. Envisions, designs, develops and integrates Army medical concepts and capabilities across the DOTMLPF-P domains and manages capabilities, gaps, and solutions input for AMEDD functional areas. Coordinates with the Sustainment Center of Excellence (SCoE) and Maneuver Support Center of Excellence (MSCoE) for the documentation of AMEDD required capabilities within the Sustainment and Protection Functional Concepts.
- Requirements Determination Division. Conducts requirements determination analysis through force design, manpower analysis, materiel solution analysis, and information technology requirements determination to develop and integrate capabilities necessary for the medical force of the future. Represents the user in the materiel acquisition process.
- Experimentation Division. Leverages the Army’s Campaign of Learning (CoL) to inform AMEDD capability development efforts by synchronizing AMEDD involvement and participation in key events with the CoL.
- Doctrine and Literature Division. Develops and prepares Army Health System doctrine for the AMEDD, Joint, multi-service, and multi-national doctrinal programs.
- Computational Sciences Division. Provides data-driven analytic support as required by the CDID and other AMEDD entities.
- AMEDD Project Office. Oversees the management/development of the Medical Simulations Training Center (MSTC) capabilities in support of Army medical training support, to include integration into the Army’s Enhanced Realistic Training Strategy. In coordination with DoTAA, works and participates with Combined Arms Center Training and other Centers of Excellence to ensure AMEDD simulation and training capabilities and gaps are known and documented, and identified and solutions are presented in the Live, Virtual and Constructive environments. Develops and fosters relationship with TRADOC Capability Manager (TCM) Virtual and Gaming, TCM Live, and Combined Arms Center Training (CAC-T) Training Support Integration & Analysis for AMEDD capabilities. Also serves as the representative of the AMEDDC&S HRCoE in the various requisite forums—Training Support Systems Enterprise: Home Station/Deployed Council of Colonels, Evolution of Training, Enhanced Realistic Training; IMCOM Communities of Practice Common Level of Service, training support; and Joint Program Committee Medical Simulation and Information Technology.
- Integration Cell. Reviews all capabilities documents and coordinates with other Centers of Excellence, TRADOC Capability Managers, Army Capabilities Integration Center, MRMC, OTSG, MEDCOM, HQDA, and training and materiel developers to support capability development actions. LNO officer located at Ft. Lee, VA to facilitate coordination with SCoE.

The CDID engages and communicates with a broad spectrum of DoD and DA activities to assure that they understand and support the resourcing of the AMEDD’s required capabilities.

Our Customers. The Capabilities Development Integration Spectrum provides coordination, facilitation, and integration with the U.S. Army Medical Command (MEDCOM); Headquarters, Dept of the Army (HQDA); the Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG); U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (MRMC); U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC); U.S. Forces Command (FORSCOM); U.S. Army Reserve Command (USAR); the Joint Staff Surgeons Office; National Guard Bureau; and the Defense Health Agency.

Our Products and Services. The CDID develops concepts, organizations, and doctrine for Force Health Protection and Health Service Support to the Army across the operational continuum. The CDID is the customer advocate and catalyst for integration and synchronization of the Army Medical Department’s required capabilities. Provides data-driven studies, analyses, and evaluations to the HRCoE and OTSG in support of current and future force development.
The Army Medical Department Board provides independent operational test and evaluation of medical and medical-related materiel and information technology products in support of the Army and Department of Defense acquisition process; provides assessments of emerging concepts, doctrine, and advanced technology applications applied to the delivery of healthcare, both on the battlefield and in fixed facilities. 210.221.1238

The Statistical Analysis Cell (SAC)

The Statistical Analysis Cell conducts strategic, statistical, data-driven studies and analyses in support of decision- and policy-making, management and administration of Army medicine. The SAC, formerly the Statistical Analysis Branch of the Center for AMEDD Strategic Studies (CASS), is composed of statisticians with various backgrounds and specialized experience. All staff members have earned advanced degrees in a variety of areas and have professional experience in military healthcare analysis, statistics, computer programming, data mining and epidemiology. Our expertise in data analysis and management have made the Statistical Analysis Cell a pioneer in the development and execution of many deployment healthcare-related studies and medical surveillance projects that have provided data-driven analyses for Army and DoD medical planners and decision makers. Our studies and analyses rely upon our ability to create complex, healthcare-related datasets from secondary data sources. Data are obtained and analyzed following strict data governance rules approved by the Army Human Research Protection Office (AHRPO).

The Statistical Analysis Cell developed the current methodology and is the proponent for the disease and non-battle injury rates used in the Total Army Analysis (TAA) process. Statistical analysts perform both comprehensive, strategic studies and short-term, ad-hoc analyses. In addition, we have developed web-enabled, data-driven tools to assist Army medicine leaders and planners. Recent projects have focused on disease and injury admission rates, in-theater dental emergency encounters, spinal cord injuries, paralysis, traumatic brain injuries, the Barell Matrix expansion, and behavioral health. 210.221-9633
Directorate of Training and Academic Affairs (DoTAA)
Serves as lead advisor to the Commander, U.S. Army Medical Department Center and School, U.S. Army Health Readiness Center of Excellence, for medical training, education, and leader development achieving academic excellence.
(210) 221-8715 | DSN: 471-8715
Registrar Services
(210) 221-6207 | DSN: 471-6207

Borden Institute
Borden Institute, AMEDD Journal, and Medical Soldiers Outlook

Borden Institute is responsible for producing Textbooks of Military Medicine, covering a spectrum of military medical scholarship. The AMEDD Journal Branch creates and publishes the US Army Medical Department Journal and the Medical Soldiers Outlook. The AMEDD Journal is a quarterly, professional, peer-reviewed publication with worldwide distribution. It provides a forum for the presentation and exchange of the most current, high level healthcare, clinical and medical research information, as well as medically related combat experiences and military doctrine development ideas and proposals. The Outlook is a training information newsletter. The publication is distributed worldwide to Active Army and Reserve Component enlisted personnel to provide current information on resident and nonresident training courses, educational opportunities, doctrine revisions, and medical MOS changes and updates.

Borden Institute 210.221-6972
AMEDD Journal Branch 210.221-6301
Medical Soldiers Outlook Branch 210.221-6375

Readiness is our #1 Priority!
Professional Education and Training Department
The Professional Education and Training Department provides a world class education system that is answerable to the US Army and the American people through development of AMEDD education training policies, ensuring adherence to education training policy and accreditation standards; advocating education and training issues; managing quotas and funds for Army, civilian, and federal courses; developing and implementing AMEDD policies and programs to comply with Department of Defense instructions and inter-service training review organizations.
210.295-9508/9528

Instructional Technology Division (ITD)
The Instructional Technology Division is a one-stop support center for Army medical education and training instructional technology products, services, and expertise. We research, evaluate, and leverage technology-based training tools to enhance and expand our customers’ access to military medical education and training.

Instructional Technology Guidance and Support
- Instructional technology policy, best practices, and business rules
- Options and recommendations for media and delivery
- Curriculum evaluations for readiness and suitability for instructional technology
- Marketing support to help promote new courses and updates to existing courses

Instructional Technology Development and Delivery
- Development and delivery of small to large, CD and web-based interactive multimedia instruction (IMI) products
- Development and delivery of video products ranging from web quality to high definition
- Contract assistance for external IMI development products
- IMI implementation assistance (product testing/loading coordination)

Instructional Technology Facilities and Technical Support
- Satellite and video tele-training classrooms and teach-out room with connection and tech support
- A fully staffed computer lab for student use when completing projects and assignments
- Three fully equipped computer classrooms with on staff tech support
210.221-8142/8461
Enlisted Subject Matter Expert (SME) Department
The Enlisted SME Department supports the Army Medical Department’s appointed Enlisted Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) Experts that are located worldwide. Each AMEDD MOS has an appointed SME who assists with AMEDD’s Enlisted Human Capital Distribution Plan and provides recommendations to the Command Sergeant Major of the US Army Medical Command in support of the AMEDD’s mission.
210.221-7628

Interservice Training Review Office
Conducts intensive analysis of a variety of training programs or initiatives across the Army Medical Department and is the liaison to tri-service components, professional educators, medical care providers, and training technologists within and outside the U.S. Army Health Readiness Center of Excellence.
210.221-6121

Training Program Management Department
The Training Program Management Department implements and manages automated training development and management systems and processes for the AMEDD in support of quality, standardized military medical training programs that meet Army readiness requirements. We also lead the way in supporting Army training technology growth and evolution with the vision of delivering quality training to anyone, anytime, anywhere.
210.221-8745/7385

Staff and Faculty Development Department
The Staff and Faculty Development Department provides professional development training opportunities for US Army Medical Department Center and School staff and faculty through both innovative and traditional training programs.
210.221-6972/8816

Stimson Library (SL)
Stimson Library provides information resources and services to support the training and research mission of the US Army Medical Department Center and School. SL supports medical activities at Fort Sam Houston and serves as an information resource for the Army Medical Department worldwide.
210.221-6900/8281
Specialty Organizations

68W - Health Care Specialist
U.S. Army Emergency Medical Services Programs Management Office
The EMS Program supports all 68Ws and Army-sponsored EMS training sites worldwide. The U.S. Army EMS Programs Management Division is the AMEDDC&S office assigned as the TSG’s execution agency for 68W MOS oversight and is the appointed National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians (NRREMT) regulatory agency that provides site codes and quality assurance oversight. The EMS Program provides liaison and SME support for the Medical Simulation Training Centers supporting 68W’s and non-medical soldiers for all three components of the Army; conducts criminal background investigations in conjunction with Ft. Sam Houston’s JAG office; and serves as the decision authority that grants personnel permission to take an NREMT exam. 210.221.0837

International Military Student Office (IMSO)
In 2000, Congressional and State Department authorization expanded the Defense Department Joint Security Assistance Education and Training Program to increase training opportunities within the international military community. Some of the major objectives of this program have the express purpose of promoting standardization and interoperability in order to enhance coalition operations in support of our Nation while building partner capacity.
Today, the AMEDD Center & School has a pivotal role in this mission, an integral part of our national security. In addition, through the congressional-directed DOD Field Studies Program, international military students are also provided a balanced understanding of the U.S. society, institutions, and democratic ideals. 210.221.8579